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Abstract: With the purpose of analyzing non-stationary time series, this paper innovates the nonlinear cointegration dis-
criminate analysis by introducing support vector machine and innovated feature-weighting model to overcome existing 
limitations of two methods, that is, the statistical approach and the neural network used by the nonlinear cointegration 
theory. Then, the application of the innovated method for the investigation of the connection between financial markets is 
explored. The empirical analysis demonstrates that the support vector machine is effective in analyzing the money de-
mand function and its stability and has advantages in dealing with nonlinear cointegration relations and estimating nonlin-
ear functions over the two methods above. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For the sake of the nonlinear and non-stationary financial 
time series, many scholars have developed various econo-
metrics models, to tackle effectively, relations among differ-
ent financial variables. As one of the most important meth-
odologies, the nonlinear cointegration theory, an extension 
of the basic linear cointegration theory initiated by Granger 
(1981), Engle & Granger (1987) [1, 2], and Johansen (1988, 
1991) [3, 4], has showed powerful capability of depicting the 
relations. But, discriminate analysis of whether the relations 
are nonlinear, cointegration constitutes the key step in the 
nonlinear cointegration test. So far, most literatures address 
the test, such as Chang & Park (2003) [5], Lieberman & 
Phillips (2008) [6], Choi & Saikkonen (2010) [7], etc. These 
methods can be divided in to two categories, that is, the sta-
tistical approach and the neural network. 

But, all of the two categories above have limitations in 
nonlinear cointegration test that most of these models widely 
employ the parametric estimation under the statistics and the 
nonparametric estimation methods like the neural network, 
all of which inevitably brought spurious regression phenom-
ena in varying degrees because of their own drawbacks, such 
as too many strict hypothesis, over fitting, and so on 
(Karlsen et al., 2007) [8]. Therefore, this paper attempts to 
propose another test method based on support vector ma-
chines, compared with the neural network methodology. In 
Section 2, the methodology is described to explore multi-
variables financial time series analysis. Section 3 presents its 
application to analysis of the connection between the money 
market and the capital market, with the conclusion in the 
final section. 

 
 

2. NONLINEAR COINTEGRATION ANALYSIS 
BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 

The support vector machine is first introduced with the 
innovated nonlinear cointegration analysis. 

2.1. Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

The SVM is a new generation learning system for small 
samples and is constructed according to the statistical learn-
ing theory by Vapnik (1995) [9], which employs the struc-
tural risk minimization principle other than the empirical risk 
minimization principle generally used by the neural network 
methodology. It therefore overcomes the shortcomings of the 
neural network recognition algorithm, such as large samples, 
“the curse of dimensionality”, local optimization, over-
fitness, etc., and has a better model generalization perfor-
mance. It is now being established as one of the standard 
tools for machine learning and data mining, such as pattern 
recognition, regression analysis and probability density esti-
mation [10]. Here, the support vector regression machine (ε-
SVR hereafter), as one kind of support vector machines, is 
introduced below [11]. 

The ε-SVR is involved in the approximation of function, 
that is, the selection of a special function in an image space 
through machine learning, with the function expressed as 
follows: 

Given a training set, {Xi, yi}, i = 1, 2, …, l, where the in-
put data X is assumed to be a compact domain in a Euclidean 
space  R

n and the output data y is assumed to be a closed sub-
set of R. Learning from data can be viewed as an approxima-
tion of the multivariate function )(Xf which represents the 
relation between the input X and the output y. By some non-
linear mapping 

  
!( X ) , the input X is mapped onto a hypoth-
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esis space (or feature space) in which the learning machine 
(algorithm) selects a certain function 

  
f ( X ) . 

According to the learning theory, for constructing a non-
linear SVM, the decision function takes the following form: 

bXWXf +⋅= )()( φ  (1) 

Considering the ε -insensitive cost function: 
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and ε represents the insensitivity range of the ε-SVR. 
This means that the cost is equal to 0 if the deviation of 

the expected value from the observed value is smaller than 
the ε. 

Then, solving regression problem is equivalent to opti-
mizing the following problem: 
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Where, C is the regularization constant which plays a 
trade-off between the regularization performance and the 
empirical error, and 

iξ , *
iξ  represent slack variables. 

By solving its dual problem, that is, corresponding quad-
ratic programming problem above, the w and b in (1) can be 
obtained: 
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The decision function represented in (1) is then trans-
formed into: 
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2.2. Nonlinear Cointegration Analysis Based on ε-SVR 

The cointegration theory falls into two classes, that is, 
linear cointegration theory and nonlinear cointegration one. 
For the linear cointegration theory, the cointegration reflects 
station degree variability of various non-stationary stochastic 
series after linear combination. Engle & Granger (1987) put 
forward the cointegration notion, which establishes a theory 
base for us to seek equilibrium relations among two or more 
non-stationary stochastic series and to set up error correction 
models for the variables with cointegration relations [2]. 
What is more, it integrates advantages of short-term and dy-

namic models used by time series analysis method to deter-
mine the long-term stable relations in econometrics. But, 
nonlinear cointegration method is being much appreciated 
because financial time series show the characteristics of 
strong non-station. Here, only the non-parametric method is 
discussed and much emphasis will be played on the machine 
learning approach, such as the SVM. The principal idea is 
that the ε-SVR is used to improve the discriminate analysis, 
with the definition of nonlinear cointegration formulated as 
follows: 

If X is a m×1 order time series vectors and satisfies [4]: 
The component of {Xi}, {xij}, is a long-memory time se-

ries (LMT) or I (1) (i =1, 2,…, l; j=1, 2,…, m). 

If there exists a function f(·), which makes 
),,,( 21 imiii xxxfy =  a zero-mean short memory in mean 

(SMM) or I (0). 
Then, the nonlinear cointegration relation exists among 

all the component time series of {Xi}. 
Obviously, the estimation of the nonlinear function f(·) 

becomes the emphasis and the difficulty in nonlinear cointe-
gration analysis, and many methods have been developed to 
solve this problem so far. Zhang et al. (1999) employed a 
neural network to test the existence of nonlinear cointegra-
tion relation and discussed its feasibility [12]. But, the neural 
network is still flawed to the discriminate analysis of nonlin-
ear cointegration because of its well-known limitations. 
Here, the ε-SVR will be applied to overcome these limita-
tions and the specific steps are expressed as follows accord-
ing to the definition [1, 2]: 

• Choose financial variable time series as input vectors 
Xi of the ε -SVR, with a known short-memory time 
series, {Di}, used simultaneously as supervised output 
(i.e. the output vector {yi}). 

• Employ the ε-SVR to estimate the nonlinear function
),,,( 21 imiii xxxfy = . 

• Obtain the estimated output value iŷ using 

   
ŷ

i
= f (x

i1
,x

i2
,!,x

im
) with the Xi still the input vector 

of the ε-SVR. 
• Test existence of the nonlinear cointegration relation 

among component vectors of {Xi}. This means verify-
ing the long memory characteristic in the time series  
{ 

  
ŷ

i
}. 

If there is still the long memory characteristic in the time 
series {

iŷ }, the nonlinear cointegration relation among com-
ponent vectors of {Xi} doesn’t exist. Otherwise, this kind of 
relation is exists. 

3. APPLICATION TO ANALYSIS OF THE 
CONNECTION BETWEEN FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Actually, the nonlinear cointegration analysis is widely 
used in financial issues, such as asset pricing (Lieberman & 
Phillips, 2008; Amano, et al., 2012) [6, 13]. Here, the non-
linear cointegration analysis based on SVM will be applied 
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in the investigation of the connection between financial mar-
kets. 

As a prevailing method in this field, the cointegration 
theory is increasingly innovated and the approach based on 
the ε-SVR above contributes to the innovation. Here, the 
approach is employed to analyze the connection and the em-
phasis will aim for a long-term equilibrium relation between 
the two markets. The main task below is to explore the influ-
ence from the capital market on the money demand function 
and its stability, concerning the changes in influencing fac-
tors of the function. 

3.1. The Money Demand Function and its Stability 

The money demand function mainly refers to the direc-
tion and extent of effects, from the changes in quantity of 
money, on the economic process, and its stability is still an 
existing important problem [14]. The influencing factors of 
the function can be separated into three categories: the first is 
scale variables, including wealth and income; the second is 
opportunity cost variables, like the yield of the asset except 
for money and the third is other variables, such as asset price 
risk, monetization of economy, financial structures, etc. 

Here, the money demand function can be denoted as fol-
lows according to [15]: 

),,,,,( 3032
−+

−− ΔΔΔ=Δ indexindexincomebankym rrrfM  (4) 

Where, △M2 is the change in quantity of money, M2;  
r3-m, r30-y, rbank, Δincome and Δindex represent the yield of three-
month treasury, the yield of thirty-year treasury, the inter-
bank money market rates, the percentage variation of nomi-
nally disposable income and the percentage variation of 
stock index respectively. 

In the meantime, in order to deeply investigate the 
changes in demand of the quantity of money caused by the 
changes in stock index, the Δindex is subdivided into two new 
factors, that is, Δ+

index and Δ-
index [16]. The rules for their val-

ues are as follows: if the Δindex is positive, then the Δ+
index is 

just equal to the Δindex; otherwise, it is 0. The formulation is 
the same for the Δ-

index, which means the Δ-
index is set as the 

same value as the Δindex, and if the Δindex is negative; it is 0. 
In fact, the stability of the function, that is, the stability of 

the relations among variables, is more important than the 
variables themselves because not only the variables but also 
their relations vary with economic system, economic struc-
ture, financial instruments and financial innovation, etc. All 
these result in the changes in the function and affect mone-
tary policy efficiency, which deeply reflects the complexity 
of the function. Therefore, it is necessary that some sophisti-
cated measures should be taken to analyze the complexity, 
and the nonlinear cointegration method based on the ε-SVR 
is just for this. 

In order to enhance generation ability of the ε-SVR, a 
method for feature weighting is used here [17]: 

Under the notion of feature weighting, the nonlinear 
mapping )(:)( XXX ϕϕ →  in (1) is transformed into: 

 

)()(:)( XXXX ⋅=→ θϕϕϕ θθ  

Where, ),,,( 21 nθθθθ = represents a weight vector 
for the input vector, which gives the right weight to the right 
feature. 

The dual problem corresponding to (2) becomes: 
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Then, the decision function in (3) is also correspondingly 
changed into the form: 
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Where, the kernel function in (6) is defined as: 
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For example, the radial basis function kernels (RBF) can 
be written as follows: 
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Where, 2σ  is the width of the radial basis function. 

Therefore, it is concluded from (2), (3), (5) and (6) that 
the feature weighting is equivalent to constructing the kernel 
function with the same weight vector, ! , as (7), and that this 
doesn’t change the framework and expression of the tradi-
tional SVM shown in (2) and (3) (Blum and Langley, 1997; 
Weston, et al., 2001) [18, 19]. 

Here, the θ will be determined by taking the derivative 
of )(Xf  in (3) [20]: 
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Thus, the kθ  can be defined through (8) as follows: 
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Where, k=1, 2, …, n, and MAE, namely the Mean Abso-
lute Error, represents the prediction performance which is 
evaluated using the following statistical metrics: 
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Using (8) and (10), the kθ  (k=1, 2, …, n) in (9) can be 
preliminarily calculated. 

3.2. Empirical Analysis  

Here, the △M2 is chosen as the output of the ε-SVR, yi, 
and six influencing factors constitute the input vector, Xi, 
including r3-m, r30-y, rbank, Δincome, Δ+

index, and Δ-
index. There-

fore, the input vector, Xi, hence becomes six-dimensional, 
i.e. Xi∈R6. 

The monthly data for Xi and yi is collected from 
31/8/2003 to 31/8/2010, with 84 input vectors and output 
values obtained respectively, which means l=84 in (2). 

After the parameters C and sig2 ( !
2 ) are set to 10 and 

0.2 respectively, the demand function of money in (4) is ob-
tained after the ε-SVR in (6) is trained by all of Xi and yi 
(i=1, 2…, 84) using MATLAB software. 

Now, the nonlinear cointegration analysis based on the  
ε-SVR is implemented in order to deeply explore whether 
the long-term stable and balanced relation between the de-
mand quantity of money and the Δindex is existent [21]. But, 
the input vector of the ε-SVR needs to be adjusted before the 
implementation, which means that the △M2 is integrated to 
Xi so that a new Xi is obtained, and the yi will be substituted 
by a supervised time series with zero-mean short memory. 
The corresponding nonlinear estimation function is thus de-
noted as follows: 

  
f (!) = f (r

3"m
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income
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+ ,#
index

" ,#M
2
)  (11) 

Next, an estimated output value { 
  
ŷ

i
} is obtained based 

on the function f(⋅), with the new Xi as the input vector again. 
By the nonlinear cointegration discriminant analysis using 
Eviews statistic software, the { 

  
ŷ

i
} is not a long-term 

memory. Hence, it is concluded that there really exists a non-
linear cointegration relation among the △M2 and its influ-
encing factors, such as r3-m, r30-y, rbank, Δincome, Δ+

index, and  
Δ-

index. 
And at the same time, these models above are also com-

pared by using the other procedure for efficiency of any 
model defined by Nash & Sutcliffe (1970) [22], R2, which is 
a criterion of determining the efficiency of a model in com-
parison with the average value of data.  
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 Where, y  is the average value of observed data. This 
criterion does not indicate the degree of interrelation (name-
ly, correlation coefficient) between estimated and observed 
values, but it implies the efficiency of the model used. A 
value of R2 close to 1 indicates information for linear de-
pendence agreement between the estimated and observed 
values. The R2 values of different models defined in (12) are 
shown in Table 1, with their MAE values listed simultane-
ously. 

The R2 values of the ε-SVR in (3) and in (6) take 0.8369 
and 0.8633 respectively, which shows that the feature 
weighting ε-SVR outperforms the traditional ε-SVR in the 
nonlinear cointegration analysis and the former constitutes 
the best model. Moreover, the ε-SVR both in (3) and in (6) 
have better advantages in the linear dependence agreement 
than the neural network because the decision functions rep-
resented in (3) and (6) display the linear dependence correla-
tion between the estimated and observed values with the 
kernel function working in the feature space. Obviously, the 
selection and option of the kernel function in (3) and (6) will 
become critical to the decision of the linear dependence 
agreement, which constitutes an advantage over the other 
models. 

Then, the sensitivity of the function in (11) to its influ-
encing factors can be calculated using (8) and all the values 
of the sensitivity of the function can be obtained and shown 
in Table 1, with the symbol “+” standing for the number of 
positive sensitivity values, “-” the number of negative sensi-
tivity values and “AAV” the Averaged Absolute Value of all 
the sensitivity values. Therefore, the AAV of the Kth compo-
nent of Xi can be expressed as follows Table 2: 

  

AAV =
1

l

!y
i

!x
ik

 (13) 

Then, the structure of interaction between the money de-
mand function and every influencing factor, reflecting short-
term changes in their direction and extent to which the func-
tion varies correspondingly, can be found through the analy-
sis of AAV in (13) and the results are all shown in Table 2. 

Obviously, it is shown in Table 2 that in all influencing 
factors, only Δ+

index and Δ-
index display unstable interaction 

with the demand quantity of money.  

Table 1. The comparison of R2 and MAE values of different 
models. 

  MAE R2 

The statistical approach 0.2133 0.7054 

The neural network 0.1651 0.8191 

The ! -SVR in (3) 0.1184 0.8369 

The ! -SVR in (6) 0.1014 0.8633 

 

Table 2. The sensitivity of money demand function to influence 
factors. 

  r3-m r30-y rbank Δ income Δ+
index Δ -

index 

+ 6 4 9 77 70 11 

- 78 80 75 7 14 73 

Total 84 84 84 84 84 84 

AAV 0.19 0.30 0.25 0.27 0.58 0.40 
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Now, the nonlinear cointegration analysis based on the 
improved ε-SVR is implemented in order to deeply explore 
whether the long-term stable and balanced relation between 
the demand of the quantity of money and the Δindex exists. 

Next, an estimated output value { iŷ } is obtained based 
on the function f (⋅), with the new Xi as the input vector again. 
By the nonlinear cointegration discriminate analysis using 
Eviews statistic software, the { iŷ } is not a long-term 
memory. Hence, it is concluded that there really exists a non-
linear cointegration relation among the △M2 and its influ-
encing factors, such as r3-m, r30-y, rbank, Δincome, Δ+

index, and  
Δ-

index. 

The empirical results based on other nonlinear cointegra-
tion discriminate analysis methods are also carried out so 
that their performance can be compared. The corresponding 
modified R/S values under the statistical value 0.4<p<0.5 is 
shown in Table 3. 

It is not difficult to see that for the different conference 
degree α =5% and α =10%, the modified R/S values in the 
ε-SVR in (3) and (6) are all more adjacent to those in the 
statistical approach than that in the neural network, with the 
ε-SVR in (6) outperforming the ε-SVR in (3). This means 
that the ε-SVR can seize the nonlinear relations among the 
△M2 and its influencing factors and the improved ε-SVR in 
(6) exhibits its advantages. This demand that the monetary 
policymakers should pay close attention to the changes in 
stock market so that the monetary policy can preferably re-
flect the impact from the stock prices. 

CONCLUSION 

The nonlinear analysis methods are continuously emerg-
ing and the research towards their analysis mechanism of the 
nonlinear cointegration is deepening day by day. As a kind 
of effective artificial intelligence technology, the support 
vector machine is playing increasingly important role in the 
innovation of nonlinear cointegration analysis which is just 
demonstrated in empirical analysis. Compared with the neu-
ral network already used in the nonlinear cointegration anal-
ysis, the support vector machine shows more satisfactory 
performance in model generation and will be investigated in 
the selection and option of the kernel function and in the 
self-adaptive adjustment of the model structure to the eco-
nomic variables. 

And as for the application to the analysis of the connec-
tion between financial markets, the next work will be con-

centrated on analyzing the high-order effects of input varia-
bles and capturing the uncertain volatility in the states of the 
economy, which will deeply improve the robustness of the 
model proposed. 
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